Burning Bones and Sacrifices to Gods
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nico.carlton wrote:

I was reading the Iliad and Odyssey and they make frequent notices to the reader that they burned bones and killed there food in honor of the gods.

Do you think this is an allegory, or is this just a good way to win favor with the gods/show respect/send them energy? I think it is the latter.

You need to fully understand two things. First, after the Ancient Hellenes were butchered to death by xian extremists, then the supposedly 'Ancient Hellenic Texts' [I do not doubt their validity, but they were definitely altered very much by the xian clergy, which in the dark ages, 'saved' these and re-wrote many things- or added new ones] were altered by the enemy clergy during the middle ages.

Like many things in Iliad and Odyssey, there are many allegories. This thing that they sacrificed animals and all is almost always, if not always, allegorical. Because most of the time, supposedly, it was said that 'Strong men sacrificed and ate a Taurus in the name of God.' Which to me seems like a blatant allegory. For instance, many strong athletes had myths around them of being able to kill a Taurus with a fist, or how often they ate a Taurus or something. This was probably allegorical in the terms of what kind of energy they had. Not in the actual act.

I have come to believe that all this had to do with the Zodiac signs, rather than the animals. And of course, animals were eaten back then, as they always did and as they will always be eaten. I mean, people had to eat meat. Also, the Goddess Artemis is a Goddess of the art of Hunting. They probably COULD have done this, just like the xians today have stolen the pre-dinner or whatever prayer. But all this that Animals were butchered and all for sacrifices, IMO is not only allegorical but wasn't actually how people of today see it.

True or not [and I believe not] at least they did not sacrifice Human children like the jews do in their "celebrations". And I think in the Ancient Civilization none did do such insane things to animals. They just slit their throat or cut the head right away. Not the kosher shit.
No, the Gods wouldn't ask for 'sacrifices' as they do not want or require anyone giving them that kind of energy. The Gods are against unnecessary animal abuse. Especially against domestic animal violence. But not to the depths of stupid vegan awareness which does not allow eating a pig or something. Kill to eat and do it in a humane way. Treat domestic animals right.

I think the ritualistic rites around food were more of a spiritual nature and weren't focused around the killing of the Animal. Probably something else. Since the killing of an animal has to happen anyways before one can eat it.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!